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1. For the purposes of this agreement, the Author is defined as 
Novawing24, aka Novawing24 Productions, and the User (also referred 
to as “you”) is defined as the individual who downloaded this livery for 
personal / recreational use.

2. No harm is intended or expected by this package. The use of this 
package is entirely at the risk of the user, persons in charge, or those 
using this product. Any risks of any form are entirely the responsibility 
and liability of the user, users or persons who use or download this 
package.

3. The Author accepts no liability or responsibility for any damage or 
harm to persons or material goods as a result of this package. Any costs 
relating to any damage or claimed damage is the sole responsibility of 
the user.

4. This release is for use solely for personal / recreational purposes 
and is not to be used for commercial purposes. If you wish to use 
this content for commercial purposes, please contact the Author at 
novawing24@outlook.com.

5. This release is released as Freeware.  If you have accessed this work 
from any means other than http://www.novawing24.com, Gumroad 
Store, flightsim.to or supplied directly by the Author, please advise the 
Author by email to novawing24@outlook.com.

6. You may NOT modify, edit, or in any way alter this work nor use it 
as a base for your own work without express written authority from the 
Author.

7. You agree not to, nor will you permit others to licence, sell, rent, 
lease, assign, distribute, host, outsource, disclose, or otherwise 
commercially exploit this content nor make it available to any third 
party.

8. Ignorance of this document or of its interpretation is not sufficient 
grounds for exception to it and its legality.

9. The Author reserves the right, at their sole discretion, to modify or 
replace this Agreement at any time. If a revision is material, we will 
provide at least 14 days’ notice prior to any new terms taking effect. 
What constitutes a material change will be determined at our sole 
discretion. 

END USER LICENCE 
AGREEMENT
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ABOUT
Oh Hey There!

We know what you really want. When you 
smell that spicy aroma, that sharp bouquet 
of kerosene. When the crackle of the radio is 
music to your ears as the rumble of 100,000lb 
of thrust moves your soul.

You are a true Avgeek!

Now you can showoff your true Avgeek, with 
OnlyAvgeeks!

Enjoy your flights and grab your merch! 

https://onlyavgeeks.com/

Stay Sexy!

P.S. Yes this is satire but the merch and livery  
are real!
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UNINSTALLATION

INSTALLATION

1. Navigate to your Microsoft Flight 
Simulator Community Folder 

2. Locate the N24-aircraft-A320NX-livery-
only folder

3. Delete the folder

1. Make a note of your Microsoft Flight 
Simulator Community Folder. If you are 
unsure of its location, please refer to 
the helpful guide found at https://www.
flightsim.com/vbfs/content.php?21235-
Finding-The-MSFS-2020-Community-Folder  

2. Copy the N24-aircraft-A320NX-livery-
only folder into your Community Folder

THIS VERSION SUPPORTS THE FBW A32NX 
ONLY. 

IT IS NOT COMPATIBLE WITH THE DEFAULT 
ASOBO / MICROSOFT A320NEO
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CREDITS
Thanks to our Patreon Supporters and 
Twitch Subscribers who tested this package 
before release. If you would like to support 
my work, get access to exclusive content 
and early access to upcoming releases, 
please consider supporting me on Patreon 
or Twitch. 

Microsoft Flight Simulator© Microsoft 
Corporation. Airbus A32NX FBW 
OnlyAvgeeks was created under 
Microsoft’s “Game Content Usage Rules” 
using assets from Microsoft Flight 
Simulator, and it is not endorsed by or 
affiliated with Microsoft. 
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I have been around aviation for longer than I 
care to remember. Whilst my own professional 
piloting dreams were crushed through medical 
restrictions, instead I have found ways to 
become active in the aviation world, both real 
and virtual. I currently work in the training 
space, providing training solutions and content 
to the Aviation and Defence sectors while 
simultaneously working with a range of high-
quality developers across the home user market.

I first started experimenting with creating 
textures for HAWX following many years building 
plastic scale models. From very humble and 
basic beginnings, I have slowly grown my skills 
and content. I have created texture sets for all 
the major flight simulation platforms, as well 
as arcade style titles and professional training 
software for over a decade. My content can be 
found in virtual hangars all around the world as 
well as suppling content to professional training 
organizations and add-on developers. 

As well as uploading freeware content, I have 
a range of content available for sale and I am 
available for commission work. My Commission 
status and rates are generally available in my 
Community Discord. Head over to my website, 
GumRoad store to check out my other work; or 
reach out and get in touch if you have a specific 
project in mind. 

ABOUT THE ARTIST
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VERSION HISTORY

Version 1.0
- Release version
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SOCIALS & CONTACT
You can find me all over the web, as far as I 
know I’m the only Novawing24 out there!

YouTube - 
 https://www.youtube.com/novawing24 

GumRoad -
 https://gumroad.com/novawing24

Twitch - 
 https://www.twitch.tv/novawing24

Twitter - 
 https://twitter.com/novawing24/

Facebook -
 https://www.facebook.com/Novawing24

Website - 
 https://novawing24.com/

Patreon - 
 https://www.patreon.com/novawing24

Instagram - 
 https://www.instagram.com/novawing24/

Discord - 
 https://discord.gg/vQTMxw7


